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General Artificial Intelligence

Sequential recommendations



General Artificial Intelligence

● Recommendation systems, web search, ads placement

● Virtual assistants / decision-support (e.g. logistic planning)

● Agent components like action candidate generation, selecting classes of 

experts/policies, classes of hypotheses, classes of options, ...

Many of these have sequential dynamics but so far only slate-bandits have 

been studied. We here define and discuss slate-MDPs, an exciting new 

problem class. We report an initial study with simple agents with potential for 

web-scale.

Sequential tasks with slate-actions
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● The agent chooses k actions from a set A     
          at each time step and receives a state s and reward r.

● The state s can contain the action actually executed. 

● One could naively be a slate-MDP to be an MDP where
the action is a vector of k elements from A.

● We assume an underlying MDP with the same state 
space in which one of the actions, not always from the 
agent’s slate, is executed. The choice is made by the environment.

● If k=1 we have a normal MDP with action space A, though different from the underlying MDP.
● Under some conditions, we can train for k=1 (e.g. Q-learning) and then present slates for any k.
● We train on modified versions of the environment where no reward is received when the action is 

not executed and provide a formulation with varying updates instead of varying environments.

Slate Markov Decision Processes
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● Useful factorization into action-execution and state-transition

Given a slate-policy π (a function from states to slates) the value of presenting slate     in s and 
continuing with π, is:

  

●              is expected value of following slate-policy π 
●                is expected value of following slate-policy π after a is executed in s
● Note: Naively calculating argmax causes combinatorial explosion
● Replace action-execution probability with weights w(a) (learnt with slate size 1).
● Assume zero reward and end-of-episode for non-execution of slate, or more mildly, that the value-

order of policies is the same as in a modification of the environment where it is true

Factorization
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Diversity and Risk-aversion

● If value functions are 
smooth over a metric 
action space and our 
model is slightly off, then 
being greedy risks 
missing the target with 
the whole slate.

● If our model has several 
peaks (e.g. due to 
uncertainty about a user 
category), placing the 
whole slate around the 
top peak is also risky.
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1. Fully model-free

● Directly learn the value of a slate, e.g. as a sum of values for each slot. 

● Each slot can be learnt with a TD method such as Q-learning.

2. Hybrid model-free and model-based

● Learn action-execution probabilities and value if executed and multiply.

3. Fully model-based, not investigated further here

● Also learn a model of the underlying MDP.

Learning
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● A semi-synthetic test environment with m 
200-dim states=actions. 

● For each state there are n<m desirable next 
states (unknown).

● The most desirable of the states/actions in 
the slate becomes the next state. 

● If none is desirable, end of episode is nearer. 
Next state randomized.

● Reward received determined by next state.
● Parameters random or estimated from logs 

for real products.
● The environment is not Markovian, 

submodular or co-operative but we create 
modifications for training with the first two 
properties.

A test environment
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The action-selector can, depending on context, be inclined towards

● actions with high/optimal expected return for the agent

● actions with lower expected return for the agent

We have experimentally noted that

● For the fully cooperative case, maximizing probability of 

execution is optimal but its not for our test environment 

● Diversity (bad to serve to adversaries) defined by summed pairwise square distance is 

bad for both trained and untrained value functions. 

Hence, the rest of our experiments, on this first limited test environment, use greedy slates. 

 

Cooperative, neutral or adversarial
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We use Q-learning for training with slate size 1 in:

1. The original environment  (Q)

2. The original environment but with reward 0 at non-execution of slate (Q-r0)

3. The original environment but with reward 0 and end of episode at non-execution (Q-r00)

Further, we use linear least squares regression for learning action-execution probability (pCTR) and we 

do Q-learning in the underlying MDP (Q-exec) which is different from the MDP resulting from k=1.

Slate size 1 is good for training if one wants to learn individual values without interference.

Training: Training environments (updates on next)
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Performing Q-learning on the modified environments can be re-expressed as a 

modified Q-update equation but for the original environment. We use updates:

● Q:

● Q-r0:                   if the action picked at time t is not executed

● Q-r00:                ,               if action at time t is not executed

● Q-exec:              if action is not executed

● pCTR:                  and if executed                 ; otherwise  

Training 2: Update equations
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Experiments: Well-trained tested on slate sizes 1-10
2M Training Steps● Q-r0 best for small slate sizes 

while Q-executed is good when 
slate is a large proportion of the 
total. 

● For large slate sizes agents 
approach the oracle’s behaviour.
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Experiments: Early-trained tested on slate sizes 1-10
500K Training Steps● With less training Q-r0 and pCTR-

exec, pCTR are competitive. 
Getting actions executed is key at 
this stage.

● The really good actions are still 
making their way up the rank for 
many methods.
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● Slate-MDPs are a new and interesting class of RL problems with important applications.

● Q-r0, i.e. Q-learning with no reward when action not executed, is overall the best performing 

algorithm for slate sizes much smaller than total which is the most important case. Q-r00 is rather 

good across slates sizes.

● Q-learning on executed actions is of unexpected interest when initialized pessimistically, using 

limited generalization (e.g. tabular) and in particular when training data is limited. However, to be 

sound this Q needs to be multiplied with pCTR.

● Further investigation into diversity, submodularity as well as using action features and candidate 

generation to scale to much larger environments of the same sort.

Conclusion


